Special consideration of iconography by Iranian artist is one of the properties of Iranian painting. Paying attention to simplification of icons, proportions, clothes and more importantly, specific methods of Iranian artists in the field of iconography are issues that must be considered in depth in the studies related to Iranian painting.
In this study, details of iconography properties are investigated in two valuable works including Shahnameh Tahmasp (Tabriz School) and Haft Orang of Jami (Mashhad School).
As artists of these two works have attended both school and workshop and are attributed to stream in heart of Tabriz traditions, it is necessary to conduct more detailed and exact comparison, so that the results can be more reliable. (Ajand, 2005, p. 115) .
Safavid Era and formation of Tabriz School II
Through fundamental investigation of style evolution of 258 paintings of this manuscript, 3 main steps are explained as follows:
The first step has been under influence of Sultan Mohammad as the director of the project.
Apparently, in the second step, the project was conducted by Mir Mosavar and in the third step; Aghamirak was the director of the project.
Although Behzad, the previous master of Teimur Era, was appointed as supervisor of the workshop of royal library by Shah Ismail, he had most likely no portion in paintings of Shahnameh by that time. However, his fame and influence among royal painters was clear.
Moreover, his influence was clear in style evolution of royal painters like Sultan Mohammad (whose' works went towards elegance). Influence and impact of Behzad's style is evident in young painters like Mirza Ali and Mozafar Ali in Shahnameh under training of Behzad (Sudavar, 2001, p. 164) .
Majority of paintings of Shahnameh Tahmasp were under influence of art of Aghamirak and
Mir Mosavar (Robinson, 1997, p. 55) .
In later years, Rothschild bought it in Paris on 1903. Then, the Shahnameh was owned by Arthur Hooton. On 1959, 78 illustrations of the book were gifted to the Metropolitan Museum of America (Pakbaz, 1999, p. 328 Majnoon, who has gone to the desert because of Leyli's Love, is informed that a caravan has stopped from top of a hill. Majnoon asks question about the Caravan from a horse rider coming from the caravan and he says that the caravan is belonged to Leyli and is going to Hajj. Majnoon follows the caravan; although he can't meet his beloved (Hosseini, 2001, p. 42).
Analysis of figures in painting of Anushiravan to answer question of priest of priests and painting of Majnoon while going to Layli's stopping places for caravans
In figure 1 Moreover, two icons are speaking in two paintings. In figure 7 , similarity and uniformity of figures are evident. In figure 8 , figure of a man is bent because of the heavy burden on the shoulders and speaking with a young man and the two icons are characterized elegantly.
In main characters of two paintings, the difference in characterization is observable (figure 9 and 10).
In figure 10 , the distress of Majnoon is illustrated with a blue robe and naked and thin body. However, in some references, Majnoon is referred as the young man watching the people in upper part of frame (Stewart, n.d., p. 38 ) that seems wrong.
On the contrary, in figure 9 , both faces are different and the tendency for characterizing them is observable; although expression of their innate emotions is not tangible.
Moreover, characterization in the faces of people speaking (figure 12) is observable compared to (figure 11). In these illustrations, the relationship created by the hands is interesting. Moreover, the position of the child under the tent eating something that is hot and child is trying to make it cold is interesting (figure 14) or face of 3 women among the tents ( figure 13 ) is tangible that the face of each woman is emphasized.
Painting of Sadeh Celebration (Shahnameh Tahmasp) (figure 15) (attributed to Sultan Mohammad)
After Kioumars, Hooshang, son of Siamak, became his successor. Hooshang killed the black giant to avenge his father. During his kingship, use of forging and raising animals was developed. One day, Hooshang sees an ugly giant. When he hits the giant with a stone, the giant is disappeared. The small stone crashes with a huge stone and some sparks called on to shine. Hooshang gets it as a sign and created the tradition of worshiping the fire. At the same night, he called all courtiers and their animals and talked about the hidden powers of fire and held a celebration that was named as Sadeh Celebration later. In this painting, arrangement of icons is elegant and adjusted with the natural surrounding area. Moreover, elegant lines and feather-making are used to draw icons ( figure 16 ).
In the painting of Sadeh Celebration, in right side of painting, two young men are present who are speaking to each other and a relationship is created between them by hands and this is an interesting point of this scene (figure 17).
Although types are different in this painting in terms of faces and drawing of the faces is different, there are many similarities to express innate emotions and the painter has less emphasized characterization of each single person.
Painting of Qeis and first time seeing Leyli (figure 19) (attributed to Mozafar Ali)
The story of Leyli and Majnoon is derived from an allegorical story from oral culture of Arabs. In this illustration, Majnoon is kneeling as an adolescent in gray clothes in front of Leyli's family (Hosseini, 2001, p. 40) .
Meeting of Qeis and Leyli is happened in range of landscape of a rock, where the tribe of Leyli has erected tents. Apparently, Qeis is going with a short, chubby and bearded man with one hand on the belt to be a bearing for his chubby stomach (Simpson, 1997, p. 70) . In figure 25 , the painter has used more details and has tried to show characters better and to distinguish every person from others. An old man lay on the crutches and watches a child with a worried look who is sat on back of mother and mother is pouring food for the child with compassion. 9-The human communications by hands in haft Orang are emphasized more than the latter work.
Results

Through
10-In regard with drawing icons in paintings of Haft Orang of Jami, trend for realism is more evident than the Shahnameh Tahmasp.
Conclusion
The investigation of comparing icons of 4 paintings from two valuable books (Shahnameh Tahmasp Therefore, it should be mentioned that iconography in Haft Orang is not absolutely based on provisions of iconography in Shahnameh Tahmasp and it has its special properties.
